
SUBTLE RETROLISTHESIS L5 S1

Traumatic retrolisthesis of L5 with acute L5/S1 disc extrusion associated with nerve root injury has not been reported
previously in English literatures. We herein.

The patient underwent surgical decompression and reduction with instrumentation. Some additional signs may
include: hardened arteries around the vertebrae shorter disc heights gas trapped between vertebrae Treatment
Many different techniques and methods are available to treat retrolisthesis, but these depend on the severity of
the retrolisthesis and other areas of concern around the site of the slippage. Giles et al. Nayeem U Zia for
helping in the review process. Water therapy Water therapy exercise programs provide relief of low back pain
or neck pain, serve to condition and strengthen muscles to help avoid future recurrences of back pain and is
especially helpful in cases where a land-based exercise program is not possible due to the intensity of pain,
decreased bone density, disability or other factors. Joint stability[ edit ] Joint stability is easily evaluated by
the use of flexion and extension lateral x-ray views of the spine. During spinal extension, the lateral facets of
the upper vertebra have a tendency to move backwards partly owing to the force of gravity and partly because
the surface of the lamina slopes downwards and backwards. Conclusion Patients suffering from retrolisthesis
who were given an exercise protocol, which included stretching and strengthening after application of
electrotherapeutic modalities for pain relief and were instructed with the required precautions had improved
visual analog scores and Oswestry disability scores and improved dynamic abdominal endurance. Other
treatments One must quit smoking as it can cause further joint deterioration and damage. Who Gets
Retrolisthesis? Stair-stepped retrolisthesis: A vertebra slips backward to the spinal segment above it and ahead
of the one below it. Symptoms Retrolisthesis has an impact of a variable nature on nerve tissue and
mechanical impact on the spinal joints themselves. Endorphine has been proved to have a significant pain
modifying effect, reduce the symptoms of depression and anxiety. As the facet joints typically provide
stability to the lumbar spine, the spine can spine to become loose and unstable, especially after some slippage
has already occurred. Relative changes in posture and activities affect intradiscal pressure. They may also
involve muscles through spasm as a result of nerve malfunction due to pressure caused by the posterior
displacement of the vertebra encroaching on the contents of the IVF. The prevalence of retrolisthesis did not
vary by sex, age, race, smoking status, or education level when compared with individuals with normal sagittal
alignment. Accordingly complete recovery of neurologic deficit was occurred. Weight reduction is
recommended in order to take pressure off the vertebra. The researchers found that prior to the discectomy,
symptoms experienced by both groups i. Lifting techniques The correct lifting techniques should follow the
following rules: Keep the chest forward: Always be sure to bend at the hips and not the lower back. The
tissues need to be repaired as soon as possible after injury. These changes are more pronounced as time
progresses after injury, and are evidenced by end plate osteophytosis, disc damage, disc narrowing,
desiccation and disc bulging. It is also important to address any associated feelings of depression or anxiety, as
these conditions can heighten your experience of pain. Etiology In children, the most common cause is a birth
defect which occurs most commonly between the fifth vertebra and the sacrum. Strengthen your core muscles
with pelvic tilt exercises. Degenerative spondylolisthesis is very common, and occurs as a result of due to
degeneration or wear and tear of the intervertebral discs and ligaments. It is however useful to divide the
anterior to posterior dimension of the intervertebral foramina IVF 4 into four equal units.


